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HO\V "JEvVISH" ARE JEWISH WRITERS

IN A1\1ERICA?

Jewish-American literature is really only 75 years old. We
have been here since 1654-some' historians claim there were
Jews here even earlier. There were small Jewish communities in
Boston, New York, Newport, Philadelphia, Charleston, S.C.,
and elsewhere for the next century and a half, but they were
more historical curiosities. than full-bodied sociological entities.
While some communities had small synagogues most of the wor-
shipping was done in private homes.. Those of us who live in the
East are sometimes inclined to think that once you have men-
tioned Congregation Shearith Israel in New York, and Congre-
gation Mikveh Israel in Philadelphia, you 'have named all the
reaiiy important synagogues.. This.is not quite so. One need cite
only Congregation Beth' E~lohim founded in Charleston, S.C.,
to realize that there was als.o a considerable Jewish awareness,
on several levels, well below the. Susquehanna River. Synagogues
and shtiblach are important not merely to the historian but also
to the person whose .màin concernIs belles lettres. The reason is
that in beginning Jewish communities, the 

synagogue becomes
the focus not merely' of religious life, but of the rest of the life

of the community. It Îs a c~nter of accùlturation, it is a sòcIal
center, it is where congregants.meet to help one anotherfirtan-
cially, profe~sionally and chart :proper schooling' for their chil-
dren. The synagogue thus becomes the fullest expression of
Dos Pintele Yid, the heart and soul of. Jewishness. That is why.
the genuine literary artist is so interested in it. There he finds
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his characters. There he finds his situations and reasons for ten-
sion and- bewilderment. And there he sees what brings naches
to Jewish men and women;

Did Jewish writers, way back in the seventeenth and eight-
eenth centuries do much in the way of composing stories,
sketches, essays? No, they did not. But it would be wrong to say.
nothing was written. Some synagogue. bulletins and' local news-
papers of that dtlY are available. Their chief content, of course,
was news of the community; whq came from where; who was
going where, what new business establishments' were in the
offng, what entertainment was available, what W~s taking place

at the synagogue, not only with regard to servièes but also with
regard to what we would now call "activities." What about
society news? There was plenty of it, and rightly so. Everyone
wanted to know what was going on in the way of shidoochim,
what young-likely prospects (both as husbands and wives) joined
the community .. and, of course, there were what the modern

women's periodicals call service departments; recipes, patterns,
"household hin.ts", etc. We must not smile. at. this kind of jour-
nalism, it is one of the best mirrors of an era.

Actually, in these synagogue bulletins and in the weeklies

and monthlies that appeared as they pleased, there' were sonie.
poetry,. sketches, ess'ays, though most of them were of modest
quality. Further; the impact of the few Jews in Colonial and

. RevolutíonaryAmerica was minor. They were isolated, trying
to find themselves in the new environment unlike any that they
or their European ancestors had encountered. Says Dr. Sol Lipt-
zinin The Jews in American Literature.

Despite' the. pressure of Jews in-an ever-increasing number of colonies
and despite their growing influence and economic .impo'rtance,' their
impress upon the soul of America during Colonial days waS not, sig-

. nificant, especially when compared with the impact of Biblical Jews.
Repeatedly, it wastheancien.t Israelites who were held up as models
fo"r individual and groupltehavior.

Samuel Lal1gdoti, the president of Har'vard, and' Ezra Stiles, the
president of Yale, repeatedly urged the colonists to patterD their
thirteen states upon the Israelite union of twelve tribes. A,nd. yet,
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notwithstanding this vast impress of ancient Israel upon the new
Republic in. the New World, the contemporar Jews, perhaps
,heCause òf their~mall numbers, were not considered worthy of
,literary portrayal-at least' they remained unnoticed both by
their. own literati and by their non-J ewish ljt~rary neighbors.

. Indeed, it waS not till well into the 19th century that the eminent
i-evplutionarY' Jewish patriot, HaymSolomon, was portrayed by
John Ri.chter Jones, as the pawnbroker Solomon Isaachi in the
nòvel, .The .Quaker Soldier; or the British in Philadelphia. The
portrait, iii all truth, is rather fulsome in the praise, but it had
this one advantage: it differed from the offensive stereotype of

Jewish people that continued to characterize English fiction.
Note this description of Haym Solomon, alias Solomon Isaachi:

The face and forehead were grand, full of intellect and benevolence
. with a slight seasoning of something like cunning, though not enough
to impårt the general effect; you could not. but wonder what these
. features were doing on the shoulders of a pawnbroker . ... In support
of the cause of the Revolution none was more ready t.o sacrifice what
men hold more precious; few were more meritorious.

The Jews themselves, however, while active as merchants, pro-
duced nothing of genuine literary merit- until 1808, when Mor-
decai M. Noah'~ fist play, The Fortress of Sorrento, appeared.
There were other Jewish authors of the . time-Samuel B. iI.
Judah, Jonas 'B...Phillips, Isaac Harby-playwrights, poets, es-
sayists, but the J ewishness of their works was minimal and the
artistic worth even less. Actually, it was the non-Jewish writers
of the greater part of the 19th century who wrote more freely
about Jewish personalities, situations and i~eas-among them
Ralph Waldo. Emerson, Orestes A. Brownson, Nathaniel Haw-
tllorne, and Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Emerson said of the
Bible:

This old collection of the ejaculations of love and dread, of the su-
preme desires and contritions of men, proceeding out of the region of
the grand and eternal, by whatso~ver different mouths spoken, and
through a wide extent of times and countries, seems. the alphabet
of the nations . . . People imagine that the ph~ce which the Bible holds
in the world, it owes .to miracles. It owes it simply to the fact that it
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came out of a profoundest depth of thought t.han any other book, and
the effect must be precisely proportionate.

Orestes A. "Brownson' was as enthusiastic as. Emerson. He
said:

To the Jew, then, let us leave un grudgingly the honor of having origin-
ated,' through 'Providence,. his own literature, and by that, of having

become the chosen of God to instruct the nations in the, deepest prin-
ciples of philosophy, of jurisprudence and theology; and at the same
time to charm them by the divinest music, and kindle their aspirations
for Goçl by the sublimest of poetry. .

.The 'non-Jewish writers thus tended to exalt the Jewish part,

in particUlar the Bible. 'They, however, paid little' attention to
the "Jews in their midst, which was not much different from what

, the contemporary Jews were doin'g the~selves. But slowly the
ooo-J ews, noting the increasing number of Jews among them,
began to write aböu't them. Particularly, this was the case with the
pçets during the New England Golden Age. There was Long-
fellow's celebrated poem, "The Jewish Cemetery of Newport,
R. I." He also wrote "Judith at the Tent of Holofernes," hark-

ing back to ancient times. 'There were also other poems of his,
especially "The Two Rabbis," published in 1868. One could
cite Jewish poems by Oliver Wendell Holmes and others. The

. måin 'point is that while all these writings were in large part
intended to be friendly, they lacked full' understanding of J ew-

ishness and thus were lacking authenticity. .
The same, alas, has to be said about the Jewish writers who

began to write, in virtually every literary' form, about the Jews
.in their midst or in the recent past. Adah Isaacs Menken, the
celebrated 19th cehtury Jewish temptress, contributed poems to'

. Isaac Mayer Wise's magazine, Israelite; aIid to other periodicals,
but not one of them was really Jewish. This was true even of
her- two best known Jewish poems "Judith" and "Hear 0' 'israel."
The exclamation of love for J ewishness is not enough" to give a
real Jewish ta'am, not to speak 

of aesthetic quality to a poem.
Penina Moise's poem, ev"en her "Lines on the Persecution of the'

Jews' of Damascus," which achieved 'somepopulanty in the
early 19th century, barely rises above mediocrity, She writes'
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like an inferior female maggid. Emma Lazarus was easily the
best of the Jewish poets in the 19th century. Her poem, "The
New Colossus," i 883, which is engraved on the pedestal of the
Statue of Liberty, despite its familiarity, is still moving. .A ,Ya-
hoodi, a" German Jew of comfortable circumstances, through the
sheer magic of her artistry conveys the hopes and dreams of the
Litvaks who sought freedom here in her literature. A Sephardi
herself, she empathized with Ashkenazim, and she expressed her-self with dignity and Jewish pride. She wrote many festival
poems, and towards the end of her brief life, she became an
ardent Zionist:

I am all Israel's now. Til this cloud pass - I have no thought, no
passion, no desire, save for my people.

And yet, warm and glowing as her Jewish poems were, 

they.lacked. something which Ralph Waldo Emerson sensed when he
said of her vçrses, "I miss the voice of the prophets."

Let us now leap to the first years of the. twentieth .cent.':ry.
There was an outburst of prose, both fiction. and non-fiction, from
Jewish writers. One that attracted national attention-it was

probably the first book of Jewish content to' attract such .at,ten-
tion-was The Promised Land, a combination autobiography.ariç:
paean of gratitude to America, by Mary Antin. Born 

in PlotzK;.PolanØ, she was not interested in portraying Jews authentically
but was interested in saying kaddish for them as an act of thank-
fulness to 'America. Her book' begins with this sensational state-
ment:"1 was born, 1 have lived, and 1 have been made ovet."
She was 'afraid of her Jewish heritage. She did not want to hear
about its grandeur and glory, she want~d to know nothing about
the' men' an¿i' women who for 2,000 years have transmitted this
heritage down the generations of their offspring a't great risk to'
life. She said: " " " .

I bear the scars. But 1 want to forget. . . It is painful to be conscious,
ly of two worlds. The Wandering Jew in me seeks forgetfulness! I .am
not afraid to live on and on, if only I do not have to rememl;er too
much . ',' I take the hint from the Ancient Mariner, who" told his

tale in order to be rid of it. I, too, wil ten my tale for once and. 

never '
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hark back any more. I wil write a bold Finis at the' end and shut the
book with a bang.

About the same time, there was another woman, Anzia Yezier-
ska, who also came from Eastern Europe, who achieved national
prominence with her writings about Jews. She worked in the
novel and short story form. Her first collection of. short stories,
Hungry Hearts, published in 1920, was so popular and so well
received initially that Hollywood bought it for screening, and
Yezierska, who began life here in the East Side ghetto, became
a modern day Cinderella. 'Unfortunately her immortality was
of sport duration. She wrqle four more books of sketches of im-
migrant Jewish ,life in New York. Som~ of them are sentimental
but many are true portraits of Jewish sweatshop workers, bar
mitzvah rebbes,' y.oung and old visionaries; starving Talm,udic
scholars, peddlers, and intellectuals striving to get acculturated
by way of night schools. Anzia Yezierska not only had rach-
mones, a prime requisite for a true fiction writer, but she also
had insight into both character and situation, and she ,knew Jew-

ish mores. The bulk of her writings' contain enduring portraits
of Jews who lived in the early he,ctic days of settlement in Amer-
ica. She was for the preservation of all the lovely Jewishness of

those days and of the centuries that went before.

The Promised Land was published in i 913 and Hungry Hearts
in 1920; In between in 1917, The, Rise of David Levinsky was
published. Its author, Abraham Cahan was the legendary editor
of The Jewish Daily Forward. Here, on a large 'canvas, we have
an authentic presentation of Jewish life at the beginning ,'of this
century, done with greater depth and veracity th~n any previous

Jewish fictioneer had, done. Cahan dealt with the' young girls
who worked in dress factories long hours and for ,miserable
wages; with union members and their leaders; with the wives of
workers who took in boarders; and with an American-Russian-

Jewish Faust who sells his soul to become a tycoon in the cloak-
making trade. This Jewish Faust is never really at home with his
riches, for he cannot shed the Jewish heritage that had been im-
planted in him in the . Yeshiva in" Antomir, a shtetl in Russia.
And what did this heritage'insistently tell him? It told him that
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wealth alone is 'cl snare and a deIusion and that- Torah alone is
worthy of the whol~-hearted attention of the Jew. The more im~
portant David Levinsky became because of hi~ business acumen,
the more he despised himself. Being important to people for
whose opinion you have little respect brings only shame and
torment of the ~oul. He yearned for the respect 'of lamdonim,

people who studied Talmud, Mishnah, Gemara. But these people
shunned him, bringing hij even deeper shame and greater tor-
. ment 'of the .soul. Tò him America, "in a sense, really" was a
goldene medineh but it also proclaimed him'd monumental fail-
ure. As he amassed more and more dollars he thought:

At the height of my business success, I felt that if I had my)ife to live
over again: I shÇ)uld never think of a business career. I didn't, seem

to get ac~ustomed to my luxurious life. I am' always more òr lè"SS con-

scious of my good clothes, of the' high quality of my offce furniture,
. of the, high power I wield over the men in my pay . . . I can never
forget the days of my misery. I can never escape from myoId self. . .
David, the poor lad swinging over a Talmud volume at the Preacher's"
Synagogue, seems to have niore in common with my inner identity
than David ,Levinsky, the well-known cloak manufacturer.

Thus spoke not.only David Levinsky but a whole era of Ameri-
can Jewry that was false to the dictates of the little menorahs
that, figuratively, were coursing through th~it veins, and that
would not let them rest.

One would. have hoped that Anzia Yezierka and Abraham
Cahan would have inspired other Jewish writers tò follow suit
by concentrating their talents on portraying genuine Jews in-
volved in credible situations. But such, alas, did not turn out
to be the case. Instead we got a flood of books whose authors
seemed to take deIight hi emphasizing the ugly aspects of Jewish
life in America and minimizing or totally. ignoring other aspects.
I haven't the time to comment at length upon such books as I
Can Get It For'You Wholesale, and What's In It For Me? by
Jerome Weidman, What Makes Sammy Run? by Budd Schul-
berg, a!ld' Jews Without Money by Mike Gold. ~uffce it to say

"that they are deficient as sheer reporting as well as literary art.
In Weid~an's books one gets the, impression that most New York
business men, whàt he calls the Harry Bogans, are unscrupulous
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connivers, where one's object is to amass more and more moneYt
no matter what rules of decency and of elementary.morality have
to be transgressed in the process.

The Holocaust and the establishment of Israel had the effect
of stirring up those Jewish writers' who had written chiefly about
wealthy non-Jews on Long Island and Park Avenue (S. N. Behr-
man), about non-descript Jews and -non-Jews in the West and

Southwest (Michael Blankfort), and about United States Ma-
rines to write more meaningfully about the Jews they had been
brought up with; - The result was, to a large extent, a spate of
novels that gave us people cut out of card-board, not "flesh and
blood Jewish men and women. The Juggler by Michael Blank-
fort -is an Israeli-oriented Jewish Horatio Alger story. The Jews
in S. N. Behrman's The Worcester Account are cute and quaint,
but they are seldom, more than two dimensionaL. Leon Uris's
Exodus is so riddled with a misreading of the Yiddishe nesha-

mah that it will for long be an embarrassment to Jewish literary
history, especially since, despite all my efforts to save the Jewish
Book . Council of America from casting shame upon itself, it
v'?ted to give it the fiction" award for the 'best Jewish novel of
1958.

The three customary Jewish":American writers who are gen-
erally grollped together-.because of their relative. popularity
among the reading' public and because of their quondam favor-
able accèptance by a small section çf the critics' who happen to
have an in with the influential media--are Bernard" Malamud," "
Philp Roth and Saul BellOw. Not one of them has produced a
single full-bodied authentic Jewish character, and not one of
them has contributed much illumination on a single important
Jewish issue or"situaÍion. Malamud has written some fairly good
short stories, especially in his collection, The Magic Barrel and
Other Stories. And.he has written three-quarters of a'good novelt
The Assistant, dealing with a schlimazel of a Jewish grocer who
has a wayward daughter on his hands. The grocer is depicted
well, but the treatment of his troubles with his offspring, who
compounds her problem by fallng in love with a Christian,
leaves much to be desired. The chief problem. with Malamud
seems to be that in depicting Jewish life he is, pretty much of a
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ka/te nesnome (cold fish). 'He misses almost entirely the Jewish
spirit, that marvelous combination of ebuilience, transcendeiit
morality, spiritual anarchi'sm, the cosmic daring, ,the deep," 'all-
enveloping warmth of heart that is Jewishness. And he misses
the laughter, the spei.al Jewish meshuga,,. Jewish ta'am. These
are~ all largely alien to him, it seems. He virtually confessed his
lack of profound invol vemen t, in Jewish life. in ,.a recent interview,when he said: "

I'm American, I'm a Jew and I write for all men. A novelist has' to
or he has built for himself a cage. I write about Jews, because they "

set. my imagination goipg. 1 know something about their history, the
quality of their experience and belièf, and of their literature, though
n"ot 'as much as I would' like . " But the point I am making is that

I was born in America and respond in Americån life, to more than
Jewish experience. "

It is unlikely that a Jewish author, who finds nothing of specia.l
significance in, his Jewish chromosomes woulc; have, sl:cce~s in
instillng genuine meaning into so tragic an event" as ,the Mendel

Bailess blood libel case. Malamud's novel, The Fixer is a wooden'
set compared to the non-fiction treatment about the same event,
Blood Accusation, by the late Maurice SamueL Samuel cared,
he was involved emotionally. Malamud was concerned but only
intellectually; he was not involved with his heart.

The case of Saul Bellow is speciaL. The man knows Yiddish,
he knows something about the Y iddishe neshomah and yet, as
Dr. Sol Liptzen has pointed out, he cannot be called a' Jewish
author at all because' he has never produced a single fully de-
veloped Jewish character. All his' Jews are peripheral Jews, they.
might as well be labeled neurotic Laplanders. Herzog- is not a

Jew, he is psychotic and the book bearing that title is not a novel
but a case study. Bellow apparently has been 'troubled by the

criticism of :his work and at a'1974 commencement address at,
Brandeis University, he lashed' out at 'them. Harold Ribalow, the
well-known Jewish critic, has called Bellow's remarks "shocking"
in the sense' that. he so vehemently tries to detach himself tram '
being a Jewish writer." Bellow said:

But I started out to recall what it ,was like to set oneself up to be a
writer in the midwest during the 30's. For I thought of myself as a
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midwesterner. and not a Jew. I'm often described ,as a Jewish writer,
in much the same way one might be called a Satnoanastro~omer,. ór
an Eskimo cellst or a.Zulu Gainsborough expertz There is some oddity
about it. I am a Jew, and I have written some books; I have tried to
fit my soul into the Jewish-writer category, but it doesn't feel com-
fortably accommodated there. I wonde,r, now and then, whether Philp
Roth and Bernard Malamud and ,I have, not become the Hart, Schaffner
and Marx of our 'trade. We' h.ve made it in the field of' culture as
Bern,ård Barùch. madø' it on. $ p.ark. bench, as Polly Adler made it in
prostitution, as Two-Gun Cøb'en, the personal bodyguard of S'un Vat-
Sen, made it in China. M¡ joke ia not broad enough to cover the con-
tempt I feel for the' oppørtunists, wise-guys, and ca:r~er types who

imirose such labels and tt'llde upon them. In a century so disastrous. .to
.Jews, on~ hesitates to criticize those who believe that they are making
the world sa~er by publicizing Jewish achievemertts. I myself doubt
that this publicity is effective.

. Philip Rpth, who was. immortal d for. about two. years at the
time Gòo.d-Bye, Columbus first appeared, is, so discredited among
his ,former chassidim, including Commentary, that we need.
spend little time on him. He is basically., in so far as he reveals
himself in his books, especially Portnoy's Complaint and The
Breast, a vulgar, ignorant man who obviously feels ill at ease
in the company of Jews, among whom an unkind. Providence
put him. It is one of American Jewry's misfortunes that Philip

Roth's writings for a time were the most popular fictional 'ex-
positions of Jewish life in America. Actually, the man barely
considered himself a Jew in the traditional, most widely accepted
sense. He' states in Commentary: ..

There does not see'm to me' á. complex of values or aspirations or be-

liefs that continue to connect ontJew to a~óther in our c'ountry " . .
' What passion remains (in me) is neither for the Law. (God gave to
Moses) nor the God, as for. a few festive' holidays and nostalgic. cere-
monies, and here too, there is not So mllch 'evidence ,. of passion as of
duty and guilt, a kind of religious tolerance towards one's own religion;
. . . The result)s that we are bound together, I, to my fellow Jews, my
fellow-Jews t~ me in a relationship. that is peculiarly' enervating ånd
unviable .. . For myself I cannot fiiid a true and honest place in the
history of believers that begins with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, on the
'basis of the hl;wisms of these bellevers, or of their humilations and'anguish. ..
Have there been. any . Jewish writers, '.outsideof Abraham
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Cahan and Anzi~ Yezierska who have put on paper full-bodied,
in. depth, authentic portraits of Jews? Of" course, there have. I
have given all this space to those 6f our writers who have failed
u~ and scorned us only because they have enjoyed so wide a
'pubi1c. They have been our misfortune. Among the writers who
have written truly about us in greater or dlesser degree of artistic
excellence have been, Ludwig Lewisohn, Meyer Levin,. Edward
Lewis Wallant, Joanne Greenberg, Arthur Cohen, Charles Rez-

nikoff, Henry Roth, Daniel Fuchs, Herbert Gold, at least a score
of others, and I .hope I am forgiven if I include myself. The

writings. of some of these authors, in all truth, have deficiencies .

. of 'knowledge and insight, but all of them, withiIi their individual
capabilties, have written revealingly about Jewish men and
women. It is quite possible that four or five of them will join
the caravan of enduring Jewish literary artists. In any case, their
day of full recognition by both the public and the critics is close
at hand. Already, one can sense a growing revulsion on the part

. of people. towards those. who have misrepresented or wholly
. misread Jewish life in America. The temporary dominance of
suchmisrepresentatives is not new in Jewish literature. Yehuda
Leib Peretz scolded them almost 75 years ago in his celebrated
essay, "What is Missing in Our Literature?" Sense and authen-
ticity did come back to Jewish literature in Eastern Europe.
These are already coming back in the United States. When that
darling of avant-garde, the New York Review of Books, call
Bellow's latest novel, Humboldfs Gift, "a deadly bore," we may

. be sure something good has happened to Amencan Jewish belles
lettres and something even better will happen in the near future.
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